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Twenty-five years ago, the British Empire was

tion in Suffolk, as much about interracial sexuali‐

at best a minor presence in British historical

ty in Bengal as worker radicalism in the Midlands,

scholarship. Although the field of imperial studies

and a great deal more than earlier generations

was showing signs of renewed vigor, British histo‐

would have thought possible about marronage in

ry invariably meant the history of metropolitan

Jamaica, Protestant missions in Nigeria, and edu‐

Britain, and "Britain" all too often served as a syn‐

cational reform in the Highlands.

onym for the union's English core. Today, the situ‐
ation is practically reversed. Imperial themes per‐
vade scholarship on the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries; India, Ireland, and America feature
prominently in early modern narratives; and the
British nation of England, Scotland, and Wales has
regained its proper character as a "multiple
monarchy" or empire. A graduate student prepar‐
ing for comprehensive exams is likely to know as
much about soil depletion in Virginia as crop rota‐

Although the reasons for this tectonic shift
are as numerous as the British Empire once was
vast, much of the credit goes to a talented cohort
of British historians who began reconceptualizing
the relationship between nation and empire dur‐
ing the 1980s. Foremost among that group are Lin‐
da Colley and Kathleen Wilson, whose path-break‐
ing scholarship demonstrated the centrality of
Britain's eighteenth-century expansion overseas
to the formation of the political nation at home.[1]
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In the two important books under review here,

the British themselves were, in important re‐

Colley and Wilson build on the insights of their

spects, captives of their own quest for empire.

earlier work, in particular moving toward a deep‐

For readers of Colley's earlier work on nation‐

er engagement with the history of colonized lands

al identity in Britain proper, perhaps the most

and peoples beyond Britain's shores. For that rea‐

striking part of her analysis is the vulnerability

son alone, both are welcome additions to British

and fragile national identity of Britons in the

history and the history of the British Empire, as

colonies. Throughout the book, a leitmotif is that

well as an indication of where scholarship in the

Britain's expansion "always involved dependence

field currently stands.

on non-whites and non-Christians, and not merely

Colley's book is about the thousands of ordi‐

the experience of ruling them" (p. 71). Another

nary Britons--men and women, soldiers and civil‐

theme is the frequency with which Britons taken

ians--taken captive by indigenous rulers and peo‐

captive adapted to--and in some cases adopted--

ples in North Africa, India, and North America be‐

the mores of their captors. For groups like the

tween the early seventeenth century and the mid‐

sailors condemned to work as galley slaves on

dle decades of the nineteenth. Part of the book's

Barbary corsairs, such cultural transgressions

appeal lies in the drama of the narratives that

were the result of coercion and nothing else. But

many of its subjects wrote upon regaining their

there is plenty of evidence to suggest that Britons

freedom. In relating these stories, Colley uses her

also voluntarily refashioned themselves, changing

considerable literary talents to the fullest, blend‐

religion (usually to Islam), taking non-European

ing masterful prose with judiciously chosen maps

husbands and wives, and entering the service of

and illustrations. Her main interest, however, is

local potentates whose resources frequently out‐

what captivity has to tell us about the larger tra‐

stripped those of the British Empire. As Colley

jectory of Britain's imperial expansion. As Colley

writes of British enlisted men in India during the

notes in the introduction, the history of the British

first half of the nineteenth century, their aristo‐

Empire reveals a striking "disparity between

cratic countrymen in the East India Company's of‐

Britain's massive imperial pretensions on the one

ficer corps were the object of far more resent‐

hand and its modest domestic size and resources

ment and hatred than the subcontinent's "natives"

on the other" (pp. 6-7). Despite the empire's aston‐

(p. 343). Although never welcome, captivity for

ishing extent--covering perhaps a fifth of the

such people could be a chance for escaping the

world's population at its Victorian zenith--Britain

constraints of their own society, whether social,

itself was a relatively "small" country, even by the

sexual, or religious.

standards of contemporary Europe (p. 10). Be‐

Although Kathleen Wilson's book is more

cause the army and navy were never able to offer

metropolitan in focus--the title foregrounds "En‐

more than token protection for Britain's overseas

glishness" as a principal concern and much,

territories, the main burden for maintaining these

though by no means all, of the material involves

pretensions fell on the ordinary men and women

the response to empire at home--she too empha‐

who flocked to the colonies or took to the high

sizes the instability of national identities in impe‐

seas, often at considerable danger to themselves

rial contexts. For Wilson, the key to understand‐

and their families. In North Africa alone, Colley

ing the metropolitan consequences of Britain's ex‐

reckons, as many as 20,000 Britons endured cap‐

pansion lies in the English conception of them‐

tivity between 1600 and 1750. Although Colley is

selves as an "island race," a people at once "soli‐

careful not to claim too much for such people as

tary and singular" and connected through "ocean‐

"victims" of Britain's expansion, she suggests that

ic networks" to the globe's most distant regions (p.
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5). This paradox had two linked consequences. On

in many different social and geographical loca‐

one hand, the isolationist strand in England's is‐

tions" (p. 204).

land

consciousness

encouraged

a

biological,

Despite significant differences between their

"quasi-essentialist" sense of nation that endowed

books--Colley's draws on a discrete body of captiv‐

English men and women with racially as well as

ity narratives but covers a quarter millennium of

culturally unique characteristics (p. 8). Although

imperial history; Wilson's focuses on one century

elements could be acquired (or lost), Englishness

while mobilizing arguments from cultural theory,

was ultimately innate, tied ineluctably to skin col‐

imperial history and postcolonial studies--both

or, lineage, and blood. On the other hand, the of‐

authors agree on one point. In profound and un‐

ten painful awareness of connectedness to other

expected ways, Britain's expansion was destabiliz‐

places (especially extra-European places) forced

ing for the British themselves, for the nation with

the English to acknowledge the mutability of race,

which they identified, and, it would appear, for

notably along the fault lines of gender and sexual‐

the history now being written about that nation.

ity. For England to survive in a world where the

In this, their conclusions second themes currently

temptation to be "unconventional" could be great

at the forefront of imperial history. If, as a distin‐

indeed, men had to avoid the snares of effemina‐

guished panel of North American historians sug‐

cy, and women needed to preserve their "capacity

gested several years ago, one reason for the impe‐

for domestic virtue" as wives and mothers (p. 21).

rial turn in British history is to reassert the sub‐

Because this quest for purity was as much

ject's relevance as a teaching field beyond

cultural as biological, Wilson organizes the book

Britain's borders, this is a deeply ironic outcome.

around a series of critical investigations, each of

[2] Occasional doubts notwithstanding, historians

which examines a different aspect of the "perfor‐

of Britain and its empire still seem to need the na‐

mative" interplay between Englishness, empire,

tion.[3] But the nation and empire as we find

and gender. Echoing the subject of her first book,

them today are a far cry from what they once

chapter 1 discusses the relationship between em‐

were. As Colley and Wilson so ably remind us,

pire and civic consciousness in English provincial

that is surely all for the best.

towns. Another chapter looks at the impact of war
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